
T E S T I M O N I A L S 

“They blew the roof off at my wedding and got everybody going. 

Incredible musicians and such great guys.”

Peter Andre 

"I have to say the Freebirds are INCREDIBLE! You have no idea how many people have told me this. They got the mood and

the songs perfectly, they really made the cocktail so warm and happy - they also looked great!! Our first dance was

so intimate thanks to the song they performed for us, it was truly special. You are all so professional and talented.

We hope to see them again in the near future and of course if we throw any other important parties!" 

Enayat Younes, bride, wedding near Cairo

“OMG - Just wanted say how happy we were that we booked The Freebirds. 

Everyone was talking about them the following day and how fab they were.

 Honestly want to get married again so I can book them twice!!!”

Sarah Jones (Bride)

"Fantastic band, incredibly professional and a perfect repertoire of old and new songs 

that worked so well with our party guests across all ages. Would highly recommend”

Asos (Company Party)

"The Freebirds did an amazing job and 

the client absolutely loved them! Please pass on our thanks." 

Lillingston, 25th birthday party @ Nomad

“The band was absolutely amazing. I will definitely get them back!”

Praket Priyanku, event planner, Crayon Events,

 Tata-Kirloskar wedding in Bangalore, India



“It was great and the guys were amazing, such lovely people to work with." 

Josh Tully, wedding planner

"To the wonderful Freebirds - It was such a pleasure that you came to play for my daughter’s wedding in Cairo.

You enchanted us with your wonderful music, which was so perfect for the welcome cocktail reception. I saw

you and admired you from afar. The atmosphere around you was palpable, and all still today comment on your

talent. I hope you enjoyed your short trip to Egypt, and I am awaiting impatiently for the videos to be able to

reminisce those wonderful moments." 

Jacqueline de La Begassiere Younes, mother of the bride

"We had so many wonderful comments about the band that we lost count! 

Thank you to all the band members for a superb party." 

Catherine Raines, wedding at Chelsea Physic Garden

“They were great! It’s been good fun!” 

Holly Bonnelle, First Event

"The guys were BRILLIANT! Absolutely exceeded all expectations. 

I will be recommending them to anyone that asks me."

John Collier (Groom)

"Absolutely brilliant, I love them!”

Katie Crichton-Stuart, Albion Parties


